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MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY...
THE SUSTAINABLE AGE - STUDENT JOURNAL
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Learn more...

- @thesustainableage
  - Follow our Instagram for live discussions and new article announcements.
- thesustainableage.com
  - Check out the collection of articles on our website and read about becoming a writer.
- tsustainableage
  - Follow our Twitter for updates on upcoming events and articles.
- thesustainableageoutlook.com
  - Contact us with any questions.

Who we are...

A journal rooted in sustainability. By students, for students.

We are organized around the United Nations' Sustainable Development Goals. As such, we are a global organization, with student writers from across the world. Our articles advocate for more equitable and responsible choices at both the individual and international scale.
STABLE ISOTOPES ANALYSIS

Kentucky Cave Shrimp
CONTACT INFORMATION

Email: orianasilvabelisario@my.unt.edu
LinkedIn: Oriana Silva
Cellphone: +1 (469)381-4503
Website: www.thesustainableage.com